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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following can best define the "revocation request
grace period"?
A. The period of time allotted within which the user must make
a revocation request upon a revocation reason
B. Minimum response time for performing a revocation by the CA
C. Time period between the arrival of a revocation request and
the publication of the revocation information
D. Maximum response time for performing a revocation by the CA
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
The length of time between the Issuer's receipt of a revocation
request and the time the Issuer is required to revoke the
certificate should bear a reasonable relationship to the amount

of risk the participants are willing to assume that someone may
rely on a certificate for which a proper evocation request has
been given but has not yet been acted upon.
How quickly revocation requests need to be processed (and CRLs
or certificate status databases need to be updated) depends
upon the specific application for which the Policy Authority is
rafting the Certificate Policy.
A Policy Authority should recognize that there may be risk and
lost tradeoffs with respect to grace periods for revocation
notices.
If the Policy Authority determines that its PKI participants
are willing to accept a grace period of a few hours in exchange
for a lower implementation cost, the Certificate Policy may
reflect that decision.
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Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
This works but the users would have to assign the tags to their
folder and their Deleted Items folders.

NEW QUESTION: 3

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Octets specified in reverse order
&lt;subnet-specific label&gt; . &lt;octet&gt; . &lt;octet&gt; .
&lt;octet&gt; . in-addr .arpa
Reference:
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc961414.aspx
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